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Abstract—Unmanned Vehicles can benefit from contextual
information to improve their operation and security. In fact, a
node in any network might assume different levels of criticality
depending on several factors, such as their inner components’
states, data relevance, provided services, and contextual infor-
mation. Being aware of a criticality level for an individual node
helps determining more consistent approaches to communication
and security/safety implementations. In this paper, the integration
of security contextual information in a UV communication
architecture is demonstrated, in order to increase its safety,
overall security and survivability.

Index Terms—context-aware, security, safety, unmanned sys-
tems

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Systems (USs) can be defined as systems con-
taining powered vehicles that do not carry a human oper-
ator. They may have different autonomy levels and vehi-
cle types such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), Un-
manned Ground Vehicles (UGVs), Unmanned Surface Vehi-
cles (USVs), Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs), and
other designations. Network communications become a fun-
damental component as those systems get more distributed
and ubiquitous, making them more vulnerable to attacks [1].

Context-Aware Security enables UVs to adapt to different
kinds of environments, increasing safety, overall security and
survivability. In a benign environment, security mechanisms
can be less robust and more efficient, while in malicious
environment strong security solutions are needed [2]. It is
possible then to keep communication safe more efficiently,
a highly desirable property in UV systems.

In this paper, it is demonstrated how context is incorporated
in HAMSTER architecture for unmanned systems. HAMSTER
(HeAlthy, Mobility and Security based data communication
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archiTEctuRe) is a communication architecture for unmanned
vehicles designed for improving mobility, security and safety
of the system [3]. Assuming contextual knowledge, HAM-
STER can improve communication security, vehicle safety
and service provision, making UV applications more reliable,
robust and compatible to the new IoT systems.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents some
related work in context-aware security for unmanned vehicles.
Section III discusses how context is fed and dealt by the
architecture. Section IV details how contextual information is
evaluated, with a case study for UAVs being demonstrated in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Context can help UV operation in many aspects, such
as user interface, path planning, task optimization and, as
discussed, to adapt to different threat levels in the network.
This is of great value for critical systems.

Authors from [2] propose a security framework which aims
at providing necessary security services through all network
layers while minimizing the potential security redundancy and
resource consumption. For this, the selection is made in two
steps: an offline selection model and an online self-adaptive
control module. In order to select the protocol set, all protocols
are classified with two indexes: a security index (higher SI
means more resistant protocols) and a performance index
(higher PI means lower performance cost). On deployment,
the MANET nodes can perceive if the threat level increases or
decreases, triggering a negotiation for a new set of protocols.
SI and PI values were estimated for 6 different protocol sets.

The work in [4] presents an adaptive security framework for
battleground UAV-assisted networks. The authors discuss two
different operation modes: in the infrastructure mode, UAVs
act as a central authority for certificate issuing and authoriza-
tion, while in the infrastructureless mode the functions are
distributed among all network nodes. It is possible to switch
between operation modes seamlessly by means of backup CA
keys and employing e-voting systems in a distributed manner.



The work in [5] presents a health management model based
on Bayesian Networks for adapting UAVs to failures during
operation, making its firmware adaptable to context.

III. CONTEX-AWARE SECURITY IN HAMSTER

The Node Criticality Index (NCI) is a key feature provided
with HAMSTER architecture [3] which consists on a rich
index to help determining single and global priorities for
nodes within a network. Considering the HAMSTER archi-
tecture domain, NCI is applied to several communications:
machine-to-machine (M2M), machine-to-infrastructure (M2I)
and internal machine communications (IMC). The main goal
is to provide a measurable level of criticality associated with
individual nodes, allowing better decision making on Quality
of Service (QoS), security, safety and prioritization approaches
for modules, clusters of modules and entities. NCI is flexible
enough to encompass different sets of goals based also on
mission information.

NCI was designed to work in three different situations
within an Unmanned System: i) the network connecting basic
and mission-specific internal modules individually, ii) the
network connecting internal clusters of modules, and iii)
the external network among unmanned vehicles and eventual
infrastructure entities.

To deal with context for UVs, HAMSTER deals with three
different types of contextual information, based on the work
presented in [6] for an autonomous underwater vehicle and
later in [7] for an autonomous ground vehicle. In these works,
contextual information is composed by three elements: envi-
ronmental or external context, task-related or mission context,
and operation-related or internal context information.

External context relates to environmental information. It
does not depend on the vehicles’ actions, but allows the UV to
perceive its surroundings and adapt itself accordingly. Mission
context is dependent on mission specifications, and therefore is
different for every assigned mission. Finally, internal context
refers to the UV’s internal state, and interferes directly on the
information reliability and UV safety.

HAMSTER gathers all context information and translates
it to a Perceived Security Index or PSI used to make deci-
sions regarding security mechanisms, service provision and
consumption and for UV safety and self-preservation. The PSI
is estimated given the three types of context being considered.

A. External Security Context

External Security Context relates to threats that are not a
direct consequence of UV operation, but rather caused by
external agents. This is translated mainly in any cyber-threat
the UV is vulnerable to and also, specially on UAVs or small
UGVs, hijacking.

Fig. 1 brings a taxonomy of attacks for autonomous ve-
hicles provided by [8] and later expanded for UAVs by [9].
The taxonomy classifies the attacks according to physical or
remote access to the UV, and in invasive or non-invasive
attacks. Fig. 1 also brings possible targets of each attack,
as in Electronic Control Units (ECU), Sensors and GPS and

the communication links (Internal Vehicle Communication —
IVC, Vehicle-to-Vehicle — V2V and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
— V2I). Moreover, there is an indication of which element of
the CIA triad (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) could be
compromised for each attack, based on UAV attack taxonomy
presented in [10].

An initial estimation of PSI for external context can be
obtained by performing a risk evaluation for those attacks,
taking into account their likelihood and impact. Available
security mechanisms also have to be considered, as well as
any indicator that the UV is suffering an attack.

HAMSTER has some in-built security mechanisms and
policies that help mitigate some of the attacks presented.

1) Authentication of UV internal modules: In Cloud–
SPHERE (Security and safety Platform for HEteRogeneous
systEms connected to the Cloud [11], which is a platform
responsible for communication security and safety manage-
ment in HAMSTER), all internal modules are identified and
authenticated in an “Almost Deny All” approach, meaning that
the vehicle is unable to operate unless all critical components
are properly authenticated. This makes attacks of code modi-
fication and code injection more difficult on those modules.

2) Use of Cryptography: HAMSTER supports the use of
cryptography in all types of communication (HAMSTER-
specific or user-defined messages). This greatly decreases
the risk to confidentiality, provided that the key-distribution
scheme is successfully executed with no disclosures.

3) Support to different types of network topology: NIMBLE
(NatIve MoBiLity platform for unmanned systEms [12]) has
specific modules to deal with both ad hoc and infrastructure
communication, making it possible for the UV to change
communication strategy if a specific link is being jammed or
spoofed. The use of cognitive radio hardware also helps to
avoid these types of attacks.

B. Mission Security Context

Mission Security Context relates to the tasks the UV has
to perform in the application it is being used, and the risks
associated with them. There are many aspects that can be
considered, such as the mission target and its path from initial
location, sensitiveness of data and component usage.

Regarding information security, data sensitiveness is a very
important aspect to be considered. Depending on the appli-
cation, stored data need to be encrypted, and self-destruction
policies may be necessary if the environment becomes hostile.

An initial estimation of PSI for mission context can be
obtained by evaluating the localization of the UV (for instance,
a rural or populated area), risk of collision with other vehicles
or people, and mission data sensitiveness.

C. Internal Security Context

Internal Security Context relates to the UV internal state and
is strongly connected to its safety. Any component malfunction
or failure impacts on PSI for internal context.

In HAMSTER, Cloud–SPHERE manages connection status
and safety supervision of all UV components. The component
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy of UV attacks (adapted from [8]).

state contributes to its criticality index, measured by NCI. NCI
value depends on data sensitiveness, module importance and
safety state.

IV. HAMSTER CONTEXTUAL EVALUATION

As discussed before, estimated PSI value impacts HAM-
STER security mechanisms, service provision and consump-
tion and for UV safety and self-preservation.

Since the architecture leans heavily on abstractions, dif-
ferent strategies for security mechanisms like cryptography,
identification or authentication can be made available to the
application. Every strategy has an impact on the perceived
security and has to be considered in PSI calculation, which
determines the UV actions. For example, a UAV performing
a mission on a lower populated area may use a symmetric
cryptography algorithm, which is usually lighter and has a
lower security index. If a threat is identified, the UV could
switch to an asymmetric algorithm to improve PSI or decide
to abort the mission for UV self-preservation.

Service provision and consumption handled by SEMU
(Service Exchange Management Unit [13]) is also affected.
Unauthorized or defective components are not eligible for
providing reliable services. A malfunction or disconnection
results in services being discontinued. Also, a UV can decide
on a minimal PSI level for service exchange with other UVs.

A. PSI evaluation

For each UAV in the scenario, PSI value is given by the
combination of every contextual component:

Ψ =

√
ψ2
ex + ψ2

mi + ψ2
in

3

where Ψ is the Perceived Security Index, PSI and ψc is a
partial security index related to context c.

PSI values are discretized to five levels (TABLE I). Ψ = 0
means that the environment is hostile and there is none or

insufficient security measures for UV operation; Ψ = 5
means a benign environment with more than sufficient security
measures in place.

HAMSTER platforms and user application can refer to these
values when making decisions and assuring UV security and
safety. HAMSTER Units have a minimum PSI requisite to
operate normally. If the PSI value falls below this security
threshold, the UAV initiates an emergency protocol, in which
modules can be turned off by Navigation Phases and all but
critical operations be stopped by Cloud–SPHERE and SEMU.

As discussed, initial PSI values are likely to be dependent
on the vehicle type and application, assuming subjective values
depending on the specialist doing the security analysis. In the
next section, a case study for initial PSI estimation for a typical
UAV application in precision agriculture is detailed.

TABLE I
PERCEIVED SECURITY LEVELS IN HAMSTER.

5 High security
4 Medium to high security
3 Medium security
2 Medium to low security
1 Low security
0 No security

V. CASE STUDY WITH UAVS

In this section, a demonstration on PSI estimation in
HAMSTER is provided for an application with UAVs. In
this scenario, three small (< 1m size) UAVs are used to
capture images of a crop. They communicate in an ad hoc
manner and each one has an IMU (Inertial Measurement
Unit) and a GPS to identify its location, a camera to capture
the images, an autopilot that also activates the camera, a
propeller and servomotors. All UAVs know the identity of



TABLE II
DIFFICULTY CRITERIA PROPOSED BY [14].

Required Hardware
(H)

1 No extra hardware required
2 Basic hardware other than PC/Laptop
4 Advance hardware requirement

Required Skills (S)
1 No expert knowledge required
2 Tools are available in the public domain
4 Advanced skills needed

Physical Access (PA)
1 Physical access not required
4 Physical access required

their communication peers and perform (1) internal module
authentication before (2) mutual UAV authentication so the
mission can be started. The UAVs communicate with each
other using asymmetric cryptography and take-off/landing and
mission location is the same controlled area.

A. External Context Initial Evaluation

In order to evaluate the external context security index
(ψex), threats and available security measures need to be
analyzed. The perceived security will be at its maximum when
the risk coming from the external environment is minimum.
In this case, the risk is analyzed based on attack difficulty,
impact and countermeasure.

For determining attack difficulty, threats shown in Fig. 1 are
classified based on a criteria proposed by [14]:

D =
H + S + PA

12

where H represents the type of hardware required for the
attack, S the level of skill and PA if physical access is
needed. The difficulty D results in a value from 0.25 (Easy)
to 1 (Hard). The criteria proposed in [14] are reproduced in
TABLE II. The likelihood of an attack to happen will be
inversely proportional to its difficulty.

The threat impact (TI) on the system is also classified
according to the criteria used by [10], with values Low (Very
limited systems outages), Medium (Limited systems outages)
and High (Long time systems outages).

Finally, the countermeasure impact (CI) for this study
case (asymmetric cryptography and component/UAV mutual
authentication) also needs to be assessed. Countermeasure
impact can vary from 0 (none) to 3 (high).

Once those values are made, the threat risk r is given by

r =
D ∗ (1− TI)

2.25 ∗ CI
,

whose values are classified according to TABLE III. The 2.25
value in denominator is used to normalize the risk values to
the interval [0, 1].

The results for this assessment are shown in TABLE IV,
which shows that the most dangerous situations for these
UAVs will be when a Jamming or External Spoofing attacks
happens. In this case, security countermeasures have very low
impact, and the UAVs need to take drastic measures if a critical
sensor is being spoofed or if communication is jammed.

TABLE III
RISK CLASSIFICATION OF THREATS.

r < 0.20 Very low risk
0.2 ≤ r < 0.4 Low risk
0.4 ≤ r < 0.6 Medium risk
0.6 ≤ r < 0.8 High risk

r > 0.8 Very high risk

Once the evaluation is made, it is possible to estimate the
PSI external component ψex, which is given by:

ψex = 5 ∗ (1− r),

which in this case will evaluate to ψex = 2.99.

B. Mission Context Initial Evaluation

The mission context security index (ψmi) is evaluated
analyzing the steps the UAV needs to perform in order to finish
its mission. UAVs are specially critical since they present a
risk of collision to other aircraft, manned or unmanned, called
air risk and a risk of failure that can result in a free fall
and bring injury to people of infrastructure, called ground
risk. Therefore, mission location and the path planned for its
execution can be quite critical.

There are many ground risk models for UAVs, as sur-
veyed by [15]. Also, the Joint Authorities for Rulemaking
of Unmanned Systems (JARUS1) is a worldwide organization
that aims at providing a unique set of technical, safety and
operational requirements for Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems
(RPAS). They have produced a guideline for Specific Opera-
tions Risk Assessment (SORA) that has been used to assess
risk in some works in the literature.

For this demonstration, the context security index is initially
estimated by using a much simpler approach, which can be
considered a simplification of SORA. UAV size, path, mission
target and airspace operation are taken into account, as shown
by TABLE V.

Similarly, the PSI mission component is given by the
multiplicative inverse of the normalized risk, proportionally
to the maximum PSI level:

ψmi = 5 ∗ (1− r̂),

which in this case will evaluate to ψmi = 5 ∗ (1 − (1/3)) =
3.33.

C. Internal Context Initial Evaluation

As described, Internal Context is dealt by HAMSTER’ NCI
platform.

The scenario is analyzed by defining the each module’s
NCIm and then the NCIe for the UAV. According to the
formulae and definitions of NCIm, for each module in normal
functioning are assumed as shown in Table VI.

Considering that sensors (GPS and IMU), actuators (motor
and servomotors) and the radio transmitter/receiver do not

1www.jarus-rpas.org/



TABLE IV
EXTERNAL CONTEXT SECURITY INDEX INITIAL ASSESSMENT.

Threat Difficulty (D) Threat Impact (TI) Countermeasure Impact (CI) Risk

Side-channel attack Hard (0.83) High (3) None (0) Low (0.22)
Code Modification Hard (0.83) High (3) Low (1) Low (0.22)
Code Injection Hard (1) High (3) Low (1) Very low (0)
Packet Sniffing Easy (0.33) Medium (2) High (3) Very low (0.19)
Packet Fuzzing Medium (0.58) High (3) Medium (2) Low (0.28)
External Signal Spoofing Easy (0.25) High (3) Low (1) High (1)
Jamming Easy (0.33) High (3) Low (1) Very High (0.89)

TABLE V
PROPOSED GROUND AND AIR RISK ASSESSMENT BASED ON SORA.

LOCATION GROUND RISK

Operation Scenario UAV size
< 1m 1− 3m 3− 8m > 8m

Controlled area Low Low Low Medium

VLOS/underpopulated Low Low Medium Medium

BVLOS/underpopulated Low Medium Medium High

VLOS/populated Medium Medium High High

BVLOS/populated Medium High High High

AIR RISK FOR ATYPICAL AIRSPACE

Operation Scenario Risk

Controlled area Low (1)
VLOS, underpopulated Low (1)
BVLOS, underpopulated Medium (2)
VLOS, populated Medium (2)
BVLOS, populated High (3)

TABLE VI
NCIm FOR EACH MODULE OF A UAV.

Module NCImsec NCImsaf
NCIm

storedData temporaryData total health priority total

GPS 0 0.3 0.3 0 0.5 0.25 0.275
IMU 0 0.3 0.3 0 1 0.5 0.4

Camera 0.5 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.25
Autopilot 0.3 0.3 0.3 0 1 0.5 0.4

Motor 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.25 0.125
Servomotor1 0 0 0 0 1 0.5 0.25
Servomotor2 0 0 0 0 1 0.5 0.25

Radio transmitter/receiver 0 0.3 0.3 0 0.3 0.15 0.225

store data, storedData is set to 0. The camera stores images
of the overflown region to identify assets and vulnerable areas,
which leads to a score of 0.5 for storedData. The autopilot
stores information about the positioning of the aircraft when
pictures are taken. This module’s storedData is set to 0.3
due to the importance of stored information. The GPS log is
not as important as acquired images for the mission, which
justifies the difference in scores between these modules.

GPS, IMU, autopilot and radio transmitter/receiver ma-
nipulate data related to the aircraft positioning, thus
temporaryData is set to 0.3. Remaining modules deal with
no data that could be considered risky for the UAV, being set
to 0 on temporaryData. In a normal operation, all modules
are properly working, thus health is set to 0.

The most critical modules for a proper functioning are IMU,
autopilot and the servomotors. These modules are set to the
highest value for priority, 1. GPS and motor’s priority score
are set to 0.5, because it is still possible to land the UAV even
if any of these modules fails. The radio transmitter/receiver
is not necessary to the accomplishment of the task. However,
if the UAV is forced to land, it is necessary to establish a
communication via radio in order to locate and rescue the
UAV, which justifies its value of 0.3 for priority. Finally,
regarding camera’s priority, it is set to 0 because if it fails,
the UAV can safely go back home.

The definition of entities’ worth measure is dependent on
its cost. In this case, worth is considered as 1. The variable
field is set to 0 due to the fact that the covered area is a crop
and presents no risk to the environment or people in case of an
accident. The accomplishment is set to 0 since the mission
can be restarted at any time and a deadline was not specified.
Indeed, the NCIe is 0.345.

Similarly, the PSI internal component is given by the
multiplicative inverse of the normalized risk, proportionally
to the maximum PSI level:

ψin = 5 ∗ (1−NCIe),

which in this case will evaluate to ψin = 5∗(1−0.345) = 3.27.

D. PSI Initial Evaluation

Given the three estimations, the initial Perceived Security
Index value is given by

Ψ =

⌊√
ψ2
ex + ψ2

mi + ψ2
in

3

⌉
=

=

⌊√
2.992 + 3.332 + 3.272

3

⌉
= b3.2e

which is classified as 3 – Medium security risk according to
Table I.

E. Context changes impact on PSI

In this section, it is discussed how HAMSTER deals with
security context changes. For that, two situations are discussed:
a GPS failure due to malfunction and the same failure caused
by a spoofing attack.

First of all, HAMSTER SMU platform inside Cloud–
SPHERE detects a non-expected change in GPS reading.



This detection is informed to NCI, which updates the health
component from GPS’ NCImsaf index from 0 (normal) to 1
(experiencing issues). The GPS NCI then changes from 0.275
to 0.442. This results in a UAV NCI of 0.426.

As a consequence, the NCI modification impacts the PSI’s
internal context component, which evaluates to

ψ′
in = 5 ∗ (1−NCIe) = 2.79,

which in turn will impact global PSI with a new value of
Ψ’=3.04, which is still evaluated as Medium Security.

The change in NCIm value results in the module being
considered unreliable, as are all SEMU services related to it.
As discussed in the beginning of Section IV, those related
services have their provision and advertisement interrupted. If
another module inside the UAV or an external client is using
those services, they will have to query new providers.

Besides the GPS malfunction, if the SMU or another IDS-
enabled component detects a spoofing attack, not only will the
internal context change, but also the external context. In this
case, the external risk is overruled to the normalized value of
threat impact (TI in TABLE III), if this value is higher than
the current risk evaluation.

In this case, the TI normalized value for external spoofing
attack is 1, and therefore the new value for PSI external
component will be given by:

ψ′
ex = 5 ∗ (1− 1) = 0

The new PSI value in case of spoofing attack considers the
value changes from both external and internal context, being
evaluated to:

Ψ′ =

⌊√
ψ′ 2
ex + ψ 2

mi + ψ′ 2
in

3

⌉
=

=

⌊√
02 + 3.332 + 2.792

3

⌉
= b2.5e ,

which is conservatively evaluated to 2 - Low Security.
In HAMSTER applications, as previously discussed on

Section IV-A, there is a minimum PSI level for the UAV
to operate. In this case, if the PSI level was set to Medium
Security, the detection of the spoofing attack would trigger
the execution of an emergency protocol defined by the UAV
application and not HAMSTER itself. In this situation, the
UAV can be commanded to turn off all non-critical modules,
interrupt services which have low security mechanisms applied
to them, or return to base immediately.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, it was shown how HAMSTER architecture
considers the contextual information in security by defining
a Perceived Security Index or PSI. Three different types of
context were described (external, mission and internal con-
text), as well as how HAMSTER deals with and is affected by
contextual information. A case study for UAVs was conducted
to demonstrate how PSI can be estimated initially and how

context changes affect its value and, consequently, HAMSTER
operation. Future work include context-aware protocol for
operation configuration at different security levels, security
mechanisms interchange and mission context configuration
in the HAMSTER prototype being developed, as well as
evaluations on how the adaptation of security mechanisms
available impact on the environment, the communication links
and UV survivability.
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